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NURTURING LIFE    Yang Sheng literally means to 'nurture life'.  It’s a two-thousand-year-old body of tradi-

tional Chinese medicine (TCM) knowledge detailing concepts, practices, life experiences and lifestyles which aim at 

disease prevention, good health and longevity. In short, nurturing life is the art of longevity and good health.  

 

THE YIN AND YANG OF NURTURING LIFE   Ancient Chinese philosophers saw the human being as the 

product of the interaction of the yin and yang energy (Qi) from heaven and earth. The human being is a mirror im-

age of nature itself and the laws and forces of nature operates and pervades human beings. In order to survive, to 

maintain health and prevent the ravages of disease, humankind must live in accordance with the laws of nature. 

Disruption in this balance or disequilibrium will lead to illnesses,  chaos, and  upheaval in nature. 

 

THE FOUR SEASONS      The whole year is seen as a cycle of warm spring, hot summer, cool autumn and cold 

winter. Warm and hot weather are considered yang, while cool and cold weather are yin.  Acute and drastic 

weather changes can affect health adversely. Hence to prevent illnesses, one must take measures to cope with extremes 

in seasonal changes. 
 

Spring is the season when life begins and everything starts to develop and flourish. Flowers bloom and insects formerly 

in hibernation become active.  One should envigorate the spirit to harmonise with the liveliness of spring. 

Summer is the season of growth when the yang Qi from heaven descends and the fire from earth ascends. Spiritu-

ally, strive to stay calm and avoid anger. Rise early in the morning and sleep a little later at night. Eat light, low fat 

and easily digested foods. Eat more summer season fruits and melons which are mainly cooling and cold in attributes.   

Autumn is the season of ripening and harvesting. The yang Qi gradually eclipses while the yin Qi peaks. The weather 

changes from hot to cold, gradually turning cool during mornings and evenings. 
 

Winter is the season of hibernation as the yin Qi starts to wane while the yang Qi starts to grow. Plants and trees 

wither and insects hibernate. Sleep early at night and rise later than usual. Sleep and rise with the rhythm of sun-

rise and sunset. Keep the spirit tranquil. Avoid extreme cold and maintain body warmth. Tonify and strengthen 

the body through foods or medicinal herbs. Tonifying through medicinal herbs is not as good as through the food we 

eat'. The most common foods taken for tonifying purposes are mutton, chicken, sea cucumber, eggs and soya milk. 

However, the intake of this food must still suit the presenting condition of the person concerned. 

 

To learn more, do not miss Wudang Taoist Master Zhou’s  Seminars, Workshops and Intensive Training.   
 

TAOIST TAI CHI & QIGONG SEMINAR     SEPT 20th – 22nd     COLLAROY BEACH 

“Qi Cultivation”    Taoist Qi breathing, stretching and massage techniques for youthful rejuvenation and Longevity.  

Yang Shen  ( Life Nourishment )  physical and respiratory exercises (t'u na) to gain breath control and mobilize the 

qi. Mental and physical tranquility through meditation to cultivate healthy mind and spirit.                                                                 

“Ba Gua – Eight Trigram Qigong”  Ba Gua is based on the Eight Trigrams, an integral philosophy of Tai 

Chi. Ba Gua utilises spiralling body movements, circling arms and open  palms, with steady footwork.                                               

“Taoist Eight Golden Treasure”    The Taoist foundation energy meditation. A dynamic health strengthening exer-

cise which invigorate the body’s internal organs.  Techniques include “Seated & Standing Golden Treasures”     

 “Wudang Tai Chi”   The original spiritual Temple Tai Chi  as created by Taoist monk Chang San Feng. 

INTENSIVE TRAINING with Taoist Master Zhou      Drummoyne Public School, Rawson Ave, Drummoyne  

Saturday 28th Sept 9.30am- 4.30pm  “BAGUA”    Energy art which utilises spiralling body movements, circling 

arms, and agile steady footwork. An ancient Taoist martial art based on the philosophy of the eight trigrams.  

Sunday 29th Sept 9.30am- 4.30pm  “TEMPLE TAI CHI “  The original spiritual Tai Chi as practised in the tem-

ples of the Wudang mountain by the Taoists, following the Water Course way. Created by Taoist Zhang San Feng,  
 

NEWCASTLE  Sat 14th Sept  1.30- 4.30pm      Bookings :  49422951      9797 9355 
 

W’GONG   Sun 15thSept   1.30-4.30pm     Bookings : 42618452    42841109   42563800     0422932818  



QIGONG – Mind Body Medicine 
“Balance your weight equally on your feet. Keep your arms curved in an arc at 

chest level, fingers a few inches apart, pointing at one another. Relax your shoul-

ders, tuck in your tail bone and straighten your spine. Your head should press 

upwards, as though it is suspended from above by a string, which lengthens your 

backbone and creates space between the vertebrae. Touch your tongue lightly 

against the roof of your mouth. Expand your belly and the small of your back as 

you breathe, and open and close the huiyin cavity between your genitals and anus at 

the same time... now relax."   Practise the Standing Post meditation known as 

Embracing the Tree every day and maintain the position for as long as you can 

without lowering your arms. 

Qigong has been practiced and developed by the Chinese people for more than 5,000 years. The exer-

cises and meditations are designed to integrate the mind and body to stimulate the unimpeded flow of qi, 

or bio-electricity, through meridians and channels in the body. The Chinese feel that this vital energy permeates 

the universe and can be controlled in the human body through various means such as meditation, herbal medi-

cines, diet, and acupuncture. When this qi flows properly, good health is maintained.    Bio-electricity? No one 

has ever proved that it flows throughout the body. But the brain operates by a combination of electrical and 

chemical means, as does the heart. Why not the entire body? 

Five Animal / Tai Chi Wshop  with Grandmaster Khor                                                  

Five Animal Qigong - Taoist exercise based on movements of the dragon, tiger, 

tortoise, snake, and crane.  Each exercise improves the function of a specific internal 

organ.   When internal organs are in balance, the body is able to work at its optimum 

efficiency, thus improving the overall health and longevity of the practitioner.     

Shibashi Qigong & Khor Tai Chi - Revision with Grandmaster Khor.                                                                                                                                       

Special Focus : Stretching, Abdominal Breathing, Meditation & energy Projection                                                                                                                  

Plus Intro to Wudang Tai Chi  and Ba Gua ( Eight Trigram exercises) 

 Sat 10th August           1.30 pm to 4.30 pm                                                                                                               

Ted Blackwood Centre,  Cnr Jackson & Boondah Rds.   WARRIEWOOD     

Sat 24th August   1.30 pm to 4.30pm                                                                                                                                                           

Toongabbie Anglican Church,  46 Binalong Road,  TOONGABBIE  

       COST $ 50 ( Prepaid )  or   $60 at Door                                                                                                                                                                             

Booking 9797 9355   email: aatc@optusnet.com.au    

Silk Road China Tour      6th - 20th Oct 2013      $4999               Last 2 places left                                                                   
An “Arabian Nights & Ancient China Empire” adventure. It’s a journey across cultures;  from Chinese to Uyghur 

and Arabian. You will be dazzled by the legendary Silk Road of  Marco Polo, the trail of Genghis Khan, Monkey King 
& Monk Tripataka’s Journey to the West, plus unique Buddhist cave arts, camel fun ride on sand dunes. 

Ice & Snow China Tour      25th Jan - 7th Feb 2014     $4999       Last 3 places Left                                                             
Harbin - Ice Lantern Festival & Snow Sculpture Expo, Siberian tigers & lions. Russian architecture. Changchun - 
Palace of Last Emperor, Silver Mountain and Emerald lakes. Shenyang - Tombs of Great Emperor Macau - Las 
Vegas of the Orient. Buddha Jump Over Wall dinner banquet. Dalian - Largest light square in China Shenzhen – 

Fake Brand shopping, Russian Sophia Church Zhuhai – Pearl River.  

All inclusive : Travel, Meals, 5 Stars Hotels, Sightseeing Plus Tai Chi & Qigong practice with Grandmaster Khor          

To secure a place, please send $500 deposit to AATC office ASAP  

Australian Academy of Tai Chi      P.O.Box 1020,  Burwood Nth,    NSW 2134                         

         Tel : 02– 9797 9355        Email : aatc@optusnet.com.au         Web: www.livingchi. com.au 


